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INTRODUCTION 

Mobile network access is critical for humanitarian 

organizations and those they serve. Mobile services support 

numerous operational functions, including mobile money as 

a means of resource distribution, and the use of mobile 

phones, social media, and geospatial technologies to detect 

and collect data in times of crisis response [1]. Mobile 

network access is quickly becoming a necessity, 

indispensable not only for humanitarian operations but those 

in crisis.  

However, how do these organizations know where network 

service is available and of usable quality? This question is 

particularly relevant in rural areas in low-income nations 

where reliable network access continues to be a challenge. 

While commercial technologies to measure mobile network 

access are available, they are typically quite expensive, 

making their widespread use throughout the humanitarian 

sector a challenge. Expense also limits use by individuals 

engaged in volunteer technical communities and simply 

individuals who live in rural areas who might be able to 

provide local information about coverage.  

Therefore, what is needed is a low cost, relatively easy-to-

use, open source approach to measuring the cellular network 

access. In this study, we describe a ‘do-it-yourself’ (DIY) 

system composed of mobile handsets, mobile apps that are 

available to the general public free-of-charge, and 

procedures for collecting and mapping mobile cellular 

network service availability. We analyze the feasibility of 

this system in a field test conducted in Uganda in the spring 

of 2018 across three refugee camps. We conclude with 

recommendations for use and suggestions for future 

research. 

                                                           
1 This research was funded by the Global Broadband and Innovations cooperative agreement between the United States Agency 

for International Development (USAID) and NetHope. The views, findings, and opinions in this paper are those of the authors 

and not those of USAID and NetHope. 

BACKGROUND 

ICTs in Crises 

In times of crisis, information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) provide the potential to improve “both 

the speed and substance of relief efforts” [39]. Increasing 

ICT usage enables humanitarian organizations to improve 

their information management [48], logistics [17,20], and 

information exchange with other organizations and field 

workers [32,43].  

Outside the organizational boundaries, increasing 

penetration of ICTs has paved the way for non-professionals 

to engage in crisis response and management. For example, 

those not active at the site can promote situational awareness 

through the sharing of timely contextual data with relevant 

actors [2,28,51]. Also, volunteer technical communities 

(VTCs), for example with expertise in GIS or database 

management [7][30], can effectively support humanitarian 

organizations in times of crisis [23,24]. 

Centralized, governmental organizations have also been 

involved in crisis response through mobile phone usage: 

Chinese authorities took an active approach in response, 

actually providing the phones themselves for collecting 

infectious disease reports following the Sichuan earthquakes 

[49]. Governmental authorities have leveraged data 

produced by civilians from wireless devices to assist in crisis 

response, most significantly through accessing social media 

data [8,14,26].  

The importance of ICTs for humanitarian organizations, 

civilians, and governmental actors in time of crisis has 

generated numerous approaches to enhancing reliability of 

wireless infrastructure through alternative architectures. 

Examples include peer-to-peer connectivity [19], weather 

balloons providing internet access [13], and wireless mesh 

networks [29,50]. However, the requirement of proprietary 

hardware (e.g. weather balloons) or specialized software 

(apps that automate peer-to-peer communication) places 
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these approaches outside the reach of many humanitarian 

organizations. 

Further, in prolonged crises, where recovery operations 

transition into programs akin to traditional development 

efforts (e.g. refugee camps or impoverished rural areas), 

wireless network access is also critical. Humanitarian 

operations within these developmental contexts include the 

provision of mobile money [1,40], providing telemedicine 

resources [3,16,22], and assisting with data collection for 

program planning and evaluation [9,41]. In these situations, 

knowing the locations of reliable coverage not only helps in 

decisions of where to stage relief operations, but can enhance 

development operations over the long term. Additionally, for 

the people displaced by the crisis, mobile connectivity helps 

create a sense of normalcy by enabling mobile phone use at 

markets, schools and health centers, and even in new homes.   

The availability of network services is typically indicated by 

cellular carriers’ coverage maps, however these maps have 

been found to be relatively inaccurate [15]. To overcome the 

limitations of carrier-provided coverage maps, governments 

have become active in collecting network measurement data. 

However, the resulting aggregate data is not always made 

publicly available in the form of coverage maps [27,5].  

The lack of reliable coverage maps has driven third party 

non-profit organizations, such as Open Signal, to improve 

public access to timely and geographically extensive data. 

And humanitarian organizations have begun to use these 

platforms to improve their own access to information. For 

example, volunteers of the Red Cross utilized the 

OpenSignal platform to map cell phone signal strength 

across 3 countries in western Africa [4]. Yet, as will be 

discussed in greater detail below, these global solutions do 

not always provide the necessary information for 

humanitarian organizations. 

Technical Approaches to Cellular Network Measurement 

Measuring cellular network performance is challenging due 

in part to its complex architecture that combines multiple 

technologies (i.e., handsets connect via a wireless link to 

antennas mounted on towers, then to base station switching 

equipment, then to the cellular core network using wired or 

wireless backhaul, and then to the internet). For the end user, 

this architectural complexity can render cellular networks as 

frustratingly opaque. For technical experts concerned with 

measurement, they deal with this complexity largely by 

dividing performance measurement into two areas: data 

performance and radio access performance.  

Data performance 

Unlike network operators, which have visibility into each 

separate component of their networks, the measurement 

research community commonly relies on end-to-end 

measurement platforms and tools that introduce probe traffic 

between user devices (i.e., smartphones) and internet-

connected servers [6,12,27,31,35]. These measurement 

tools, while valuable in discovering application throughput 

metrics for a network in a given location, operate on the 

fundamental assumption that connectivity exists before it can 

be measured. This assumption may not hold in the case of 

humanitarian emergencies. Further, data performance 

measurements are not continuous, and cellular data 

performance can vary widely due to many factors such as 

time of day and wireless signal strength. 

Radio access performance 

Other work has included a focus on the wireless radio access 

itself [21,34,47]. These techniques often require specialized 

phone hardware and expert users, making them difficult for 

untrained users to employ. Likewise, initiatives to generate 

crowd-sourced signal maps using apps installed on user 

phones have gained in popularity over recent years [53]. A 

notable development is Open Signal, which provides 

publicly available, free, carrier-specific coverage maps in 

well over 100 countries across 6 continents. While a great 

improvement over relying on carrier maps, the coverage over 

rural roads in developing countries is sparse. Also, the maps 

are restricted to road coverage, offering little interpolation of 

possible off-road coverage. As such, this and other solutions 

may not meet the needs inherent in humanitarian site 

selection and planning. Also, being crowd sourced, one 

cannot guarantee that measurements have been collected in 

a specific location and for all of the cellular operators in that 

area. 

THE SYSTEM 

Design Requirements 

Humanitarian organizations require a system that is 

affordable and accessible, able to easily deploy and use 

almost immediately with only short training modules. 

Towards this end, we set out to design a system that, through 

examining its utility and usability, answers the following 

research questions: 

1. What are the appropriate components of a DIY system 

for measuring network performance? 

2. How does this system perform with regards to network 

performance measurements? How well do the 

components work together? How do the components 

perform against usability criteria? What are their and 

the overall system’s strengths and weaknesses? 

3. What recommendations does this test case motivate 

about DIY network performance measuring with off-the-

shelf components? 

In particular. the system design was geared to meet the 

following requirements.  

International Operability 

Humanitarian organizations are routinely active in multiple 

countries, and so any tool must be usable across international 

contexts. Accordingly, handsets and applications must be 

carefully chosen. Also, the ability to control and reconfigure 

the system can be key in supporting international operability. 
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Affordability 

The cost of various system components needs to be kept to a 

minimum, given the limited budgets of humanitarian 

organizations. In particular, smartphone devices, charging 

equipment, network connectivity costs, and the cost of 

software to process data and generate maps must all be taken 

into account.  

Replicability 

To enhance validity, the measurements ought to be replicable 

and integrate data from as many sources as possible. The 

public availability of all data should be a priority and where 

proprietary sources are used it should be noted.  

Control 

Control involves being able to direct data collection, 

analyses and the form of outputs, as well as system 

configurability. As alluded to above, the former elements 

make crowd sourced approaches challenging.  

Ease and Rapidity of Analysis 

To ensure the collected data are transformed into usable 

information products (e.g. coverage maps), the data must be 

easy to process. This requires data be transportable (e.g. 

removeable from a measuring device) and shareable with 

external parties. Additionally, analyses benefit from having 

understandable, appropriately labeled data, allowing non-

experts to interact with the measurements and facilitate the 

data cleaning and re-arrangement. Ideally, analyses can 

proceed almost immediately once data is acquired. This is 

especially important in crisis situations, where timely 

analysis and sharing of actionable data can make crucial 

differences.  

Coverage Maps 

The visualization of the geo-tagged data should align with 

humanitarian decision makers’ needs. This necessitates a 

GIS platform that can produce readable maps, either as 

discrete markers or raster-based cartographic overlays (e.g. 

interpolation maps indicating cellular signal coverage). The 

resulting maps must also use standard symbols to maximize 

their readability across multiple parties, yet be adaptable to 

decision makers’ needs. As such, a GIS platform must be 

capable of generating interpolation analyses or heat maps, as 

well as integrate and represent different data sources within 

the same map. 

System Design 

To meet these requirements, the research team combined 

inexpensive, internationally operable handsets with freely 

available applications (in addition to supporting accessories 

to these devices) to collect field measurements. Data 

analyses required an appropriately powerful GIS mapping 

platform.  

For the access network measurements, we sought 

applications to provide 4 types of data: 

1. Cellular Signal Coverage and Strength 

2. WiFi Access Points 

3. Cellular Tower Locations 

4. Signal Congestion 

System Components 

Here we present those system components and rationalize the 

selections at the outset of the field test. 

Handsets 

Handset selection was a multistep process requiring 

compatibility with carriers as well as the applications. The 

first step involves identifying carriers providing service in 

the area and their bands of operation. Local contacts and 

Open Signal were helpful in identifying three carriers 

offering service, MTN, Airtel and Africell, keeping in mind 

that not all licensed carriers serve rural areas. We chose to 

cover 2-4G service, which required information on GSM, 

UMTS and LTE bands. Using the free service 

frequencycheck.com, we found the three carriers were using 

2, 3 and 4 bands, respectively. The site then allows for 

compatibility checks by handset make and, very importantly, 

model. Once verified, the handsets were purchased with 

research funds on the secondary market. 

To manage application compatibility, and take advantage of 

broad availability and global usage [38], we constrained our 

handset selection to those running Android. Android also 

provides a high degree of control and flexibility, allowing 

applications to leverage the device’s hardware without strict 

system controls. Android also allows applications with 

appropriate permissions to query and monitor internal 

operating state information (e.g., signal strength, 

connectivity type) via system calls. However, this latter 

functionality, root access, was available on only one of our 

handsets. 

Mobile Apps 

With the Android handsets, we used apps that are all readily 

available and free-of-cost to the general public through the 

Google Play Store. The following apps were selected for 

each of the four functions: 

App Name Developer Purpose 

NetMonitor 

Cell Signal 

Logging 

Vitaly V. Measure cellular signal 

coverage/strength by 

measuring ‘received 

signal strength indicator’ 

(RSSI) 

WiGLE 

WiFi 

WarDriving 

WiGLE.net Locate WiFi access 

points. 

Cell Map Ear to Ear Oak Locate cellular tower 

locations by identifying 

towers by ID and 

pinging a database to 

acquire registered geo-

coordinates 
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Snoop 

Snitch 

Security Research 

Labs 

Measure cellular channel 

congestion via detection 

of packet rejection rates 

Figure 1: Table of Network Performance Measurement Apps 

App selection was based on previous experience [34], as well 

as testing and validation in central Pennsylvania, US. While 

alternatives, such as OpenSignal, were considered, it was the 

experience of the research team that the NetMonitor Cell 

Signal Logging application was, of the ones tested, the most 

intuitive and easiest to understand. This usability mindset 

was indeed the principle motivator in the selection of all of 

the apps (although previous experience with the channel 

congestion measurement app was also relevant in that app’s 

selection). 

To test and gain experience with the applications, they were 

installed on the research team’s personal phones and tested 

in central Pennsylvania. This pre-test not only highlighted 

the need for lengthy system updates, but also provided the 

experience necessary to produce an operations manual 

defining the field trial workflow. The manual specified 

hardware and power management, app interface interactions, 

data collection, data extraction, and data transfer2. 

Also, the workflow of exporting data from multiple apps was 

facilitated by a free app called “ES File Explorer File 

Manager,” which enabled control of the handset’s internal 

file system. This app allowed us to view, move, or copy the 

produced data sets, creating a more intuitive and computer-

like experience.  

Geographic Information System (GIS) 

There are many GIS options available to produce maps of 

geo-tagged data, and we used ESRI’s ArcMap software due 

to its versatility and power. Additionally, the ESRI 

ecosystem provides access to an online version (ArcMap 

Online) that enables web publishing of basic maps that are 

accessible and interactive to anyone who has the correct link. 

This can be helpful for distributing maps where email 

attachments or file sharing access is limited by 

organizational policies. Yet, while providing an avenue for 

multiple parties to engage with geo-visualizations, the online 

services do not support the complete suite of tools, most 

notably the use of natural neighbor interpolation maps.  

Consequently, through our university, we acquired licenses 

for ArcMap.  

Other free or inexpensive options were explored (e.g. 

OpenStreetMap, R’s GIS suite Leaflet). However, lacking 

significant GIS expertise, we opted for ArcMap due to its 

power and the large amount of supporting resources 

available in the form of guides and tutorials.  

                                                           
2 This manual is publicly available at 

https://tinyurl.com/y9pa69uq 

Charging Equipment 

Taking measurements across three carriers and two/three 

bands required managing power supplies for 6 handsets. 

Managing the charging of these six, plus the personal phones 

of the research team, required charging equipment that 

supports multiple modes of access (e.g standard outlets, car 

cigarette lighter access, portable batteries). Maintaining fully 

charged handsets was a time consuming task, requiring 

management of USB port chargers and Micro-USB cables, 

access to power (uncertain) and outlets when available (e.g. 

hotels, offices) and at multiple locations in the car. A car with 

multiple power outlets was very helpful. 

Overall System Design 

With these design requirements in mind, the research team 

acquired 8 handsets in total (2 backups) that were used to 

collect data on network signal penetration and access 

(cellular and WiFi) in the three refugee settlements. SIM 

cards and pre-paid minutes were acquired for each carrier, 

requiring presentation of a photo ID. Data from each of the 

applications were downloaded to a laptop and sent via Wifi 

or mobile data connection to a staff member for processing 

into maps.  

 

 

Figure 2: System Diagram 

FIELD TEST 

Test Site Selection 

The network performance measurement system was tested 

across three Ugandan refugee settlements as part of the larger 

Smart Communities Coalition project. Permission to access 

these sites was coordinated between USAID and the U.S. 

State Department with the Ugandan government. The first 

two settlements, Bidi Bidi and Kiryandongo, house refugees 

primarily from South Sudan, while the third settlement,  

Rwamwanja, hosts refugees from the Democratic Republic 

of Congo (DRC). The refugee crisis in South Sudan is a 

result of famine, ongoing war, and ethnic tensions [25]. The 

refugee crisis in the DRC has been driven by ongoing 
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violence as well, involving human rights violations [44]. 

Uganda has opened its doors to these refugees, which while 

applauded internationally, has put significant strain on the 

country’s infrastructure as it wrestles with supporting its 

growing displaced persons population [10].  

The Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement 

The Bidi Bidi settlement is located in northwest Uganda, and 

houses over 270,000 refugees [11], the most populous 

refugee settlement worldwide in 2017 [10]. The settlement is 

very large, covering over 250 square kilometers, broken into 

multiple zones (5 at the time of the study). Located a two-

hour drive from the nearest urban center, the primary 

location of many of the NGOs active within the settlement is 

a small town, itself still a 45-minute drive from the 

settlement’s administrative headquarters. 

The Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement 

The Kiryandongo settlement is located in western Uganda, 

and houses 57,202 refugees as of January 2018 [45]. The 

settlement is located just outside the town of Bweyale, near 

the city center of Kiryandongo (pop. ~30k). Kiryandongo 

benefits from its proximity to a major north/south route 

(A104) through the country. 

The Rwamwanja Refugee Settlement 

The Rwamwanja settlement is located in western Uganda, 

and houses 75,852 refugees as of January 2018 [46]. This 

settlement is itself relatively compact, situated in a slightly 

hilly area located just off a dirt road. Fairly remote, it is 

roughly 45 minutes from the A109, a major east/west 

corridor and is connected via dirt road to the district 

headquarters at Kamwenge (pop. ~20k), still quite some 

distance away.  

Preparation and Training 

Prior to departure, the research team conducted 3 training 

sessions on the workflow, as detailed in the operations 

manual (see Figure 3).  This manual was available to the data 

collection team on their local machines during the refugee 

settlement visits and covered all of the content that was 

delivered during these training sessions. Familiarity with the 

applications’ operation was critical to understanding whether 

or not they were actually collecting data while in the desired 

location. Operator error resulting missed data collection is 

costly when driving across large distances. 

 

Figure 3: A screenshot of the NetMonitor Cell Signal Logging 

app, along with tutorial directions taken from the operations 

manual. 

Measurements of Network Performance 

Measurement data were collected sequentially between 

March 1st, 2018 and March 11th, 2018 across the three 

refugee settlements. Each morning, the cell phones were 

turned on, with the apps selected for each phone running in 

the background and confined to a backpack the research team 

carried with them, mostly in the car, throughout the day. 

Periodic checks were made to ensure the phones were 

operating correctly (i.e. the designated apps were operating 

and collecting data) and had adequate battery charge.  

Data Extraction 

Each evening, the data collection team extracted the data 

from the phones (in tabular form, *.xls or *.csv) onto their 

laptop, carefully labelling files to indicate date of collection, 

location, carrier, and cellular network generation. Subsets of 

the data were transmitted to a team member in the US via 

email, who validated the data and conducted preliminary 

analyses to ensure adequate quality. The preliminary 

mapping was to ensure data were being correctly gathered 

and provided as much coverage of the settlements as 

possible. Once the data were safely copied to the field team’s 

local computer, the apps were reset and the phones were 

switched off and allowed to charge overnight. To conserve 

phone storage capacity and reduce file sizes for transfer, data 

were wiped from phones when collection at a particular 

settlement was complete. 

Analysis and Presentation of Data 

Once the field team returned to the US, the full set of data 

was validated, cleaned, and analyzed. While data were 

collected from all four applications, the principle data of 

interest was the cellular signal coverage. Hence, it is the 

focus of the following sections on data validation, cleaning, 
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analysis, and presentation (although the role of other data 

will also be included as appropriate). 

Data validation and cleaning included manual scrubbing, 

looking for erroneous or unusable measurements with the 

goal of being able to visualize their contents using ArcMap. 

The cellular signal strength data was first manually examined 

by loading into Microsoft Excel, which allowed for the data 

view to be filtered based on column field values (e.g. the 

RSSI values). In particular, we were interested in 

observations that had a) valid geo-tag coordinates and b) 

viable RSSI value measurements to support geo-

visualization. Since the app continued collecting data even 

when there was no cellular signal, observations that failed to 

collect either of these features were filtered from the data 

sets, a process that was done either manually through Excel 

or through a Shell Script in cases where the overall size of 

the file was too large to be handled gracefully by Excel3.  

Since the default sampling interval for the app was 1 second, 

many of the more extended data collection periods resulted 

in extremely large files (an issue which was remedied in the 

latter section of the field study by adjusting the sampling 

interval of the app to 5 seconds instead of 1). In these cases, 

the data were sampled by every fifth reading, thus simulating 

a 5 second sampling interval. 

This process of validation revealed that one handset had 

collected cellular coverage data effectively in one settlement 

but returned suspicious readings in another: all of the 

readings from the interior of one refugee settlement was 

unvaryingly -85 RSSI (‘received signal strength indication’), 

a highly suspicious outcome. 

For cellular tower location data, we ultimately used 

proprietary data from a humanitarian organization, which 

was sourced from two carriers. This was necessary due to 

technical difficulties with the Cell Map app: the app used the 

detected Cell IDs to query a database that should have the 

geo-tag coordinates of each tower or cell, however it 

appeared the queries failed. During our post-study 

examination of the Cell Map data we queried the 

OpenCellID database, but our detected cell IDs were not 

found. We theorize this is due to two factors. In some cases, 

the cellular towers serving the refugee settlements were 

relatively new, and potentially had yet to be added to the 

database. For older towers, it may the case that the database 

is incomplete, particularly for rural locations, as is apparently 

the case for Rwamwanja.   

The usable cellular signal measurement data and cellular 

tower location data were then represented in sets of coverage 

maps. The maps portrayed cellular signal coverage regions 

                                                           
3 The Shell Script used can be viewed at 

https://tinyurl.com/y72jsgzh. 

by using a natural neighbor interpolation algorithm applied 

to cellular signal strength data (See Figures 4 and 5). 

Within this class of interpolation maps, several types of maps 

were produced:  

 Single carrier – single generation coverage maps within 

a single region (e.g. MTN 3G coverage in the 

Rwamwanja refugee settlement).  

 2-way comparison maps between different carriers on 

the same cellular generation, also within the same region 

(e.g. MTN and AirTel 3G coverage in the Rwamwanja 

refugee settlement) 

 3-way comparison maps between all three different 

carriers on the same cellular generation, also within the 

same region (e.g. MTN, AirTel, and Africell 3G 

coverage in the Rwamwanja refugee settlement). 

Single carrier – single cellular technology generation (e.g. 

2G) coverage maps were visualized in a grayscale gradient 

arranged from a maximum -50 RSSI (black) to a minimum -

120 RSSI (white)4. Presenting comparisons of coverage 

maps (either between two or three carriers) required color 

coding the gradients of signal strength by carrier (arranged 

along the same RSSI scale) and simultaneously overlaying 

these layers, e.g. MTN Africa was assigned a blue gradient 

and AirTel was assigned a red gradient, and coverage maps 

were interpreted by comparing the blue and red sections, as 

well as areas of strong shared coverage (purple) and shared 

weak coverage (white). Transparency of the layers was also 

adjusted to try to represent each carrier in a balanced manner 

for comparison purposes (upper layers of multiple layered 

maps had their transparency adjusted so as to allow for 

visibility of lower layers of cellular signal strength data). By 

combining these coverage maps with the cellular tower 

location data for the two carriers, we further validated the 

findings of our cellular signal strength data, lending credence 

to detected ‘cold’ spots in coverage especially when 

considering terrestrial conditions e.g. mountains and ridges, 

and how those interrupt the zones of coverage of those 

cellular towers. 

4 The closer the RSSI value is to 0, the better the signal 

strength. 
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Figure 4: Natural Neighbor interpolation map of cellular signal 

strength (RSSI), MTN 3G, in the northern section of Zones 3, 4, 

and 5 of the Bidi Bidi Refugee Settlement.

 

Figure 5: Illustration of a ‘cold spot’ in network coverage, 

interior of the Rwamwanja refugee settlement. 

ANALYSIS 

In general, the system succeeded in offering data and 

visualizations that were well accepted by the Smart 

Communities Coalition team. Yet, we note its strengths and 

weaknesses as a basis for generating recommendations and 

identifying areas for future research.  

System Strengths 

Overall Accessibility 

Our proof-of-concept demonstrated the feasibility of a team 

with varying levels of expertise to produce and utilize a 

largely open source and inexpensive network performance 

measurement system. The portion of the research team that 

conducted the field measurements had only minimal 

exposure to the Android operating system at the outset of the 

study and were still able to conduct adequate measurements. 

Even the team member responsible for creating the operating 

manual had not previously conducted network performance 

measurements. This suggests the measurement apps have 

some degree of accessibility, with the exception of Snoop 

Snitch. This particular app requires root access on a handset, 

which presented even the most experienced team member 

with a significant challenge. 

Low Up-Front Cost of Software 

All of the apps were free to download from the Google Play 

Store. Although free apps and software have benefits beyond 

their up-front cost [36], they can incur additional overhead 

through advertisements, and the associated data charges [52]. 

Also, although it’s popularly considered that service and 

support is an advantage of proprietary software [33], in our 

experience the app developers (often composed of 

individuals or small teams) were quick to respond to 

inquiries, engaging in the “mundane but necessary” task of 

field support [18]. This engagement increased the usability 

of the free apps selected for the system, as well as providing 

an opportunity for the developer to learn from the user 

experience, and in turn improve upon future versions of the 

app [18].  

Regardless, the use of free apps to conduct measurements 

flattens the start-up costs for such a system, which is 

especially important considering the possibility that 

software, regardless of its price, may not function exactly as 

predicted, or be as user friendly as first anticipated. The free 

app ecosystem allowed the research team to test several apps 

without the risk of wasted financial investment, and select 

the app most likely to serve our measurement needs. 

Our system’s one exception to the low-cost software was 

ESRI’s ArcMap. While the research team used an 

educational license to acquire the tool, the cost of a full 

license may be out of reach for some humanitarian 

organizations. However, we noted during our field trial that 

several larger NGOs were using the tool and developing 

mapping capabilities.  

Overall System Utility 

While we have no formal means of validation, a comparison 

with the publicly available maps of the carriers is suggestive 

of our system’s value. For example, MTN Uganda provides 

a coverage map that is static (not interactive) and depicts the 

entire country on a single map (poor granularity). Airtel 

Uganda simply provides a lists of towns with coverage by 

region. While our maps are also static, they could be made to 

allow to zoom in and out. And they have much higher 

granularity. 

Also, with the high level of control provided by our 

approach, we were able to make both within carrier 2G/3G 

comparisons and inter-carrier comparisons on our coverage 

maps. The maps confirmed carriers’ admitted strategy to 

provide coverage only where their competitors are lacking. 

The result of which is that absent roaming agreements or 

multi-SIM phones, consumers lack decent coverage. The 

comparisons also helped identify locations where there was 

no coverage. This could be critical for decision making.  

 

Finally, our use of multiple measurement apps and hence 

approaches provided value. For example, while the network 

congestion data from Snoop Snitch was geographically 

sparse, in one location, a congested area of Kiryendongo 

settlement, the data were detailed, convincing and valuable. 
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System Weaknesses 

Measurement Application Unreliability 

The research team encountered technical difficulties in 

making the applications perform in a predictable manner. For 

instance, on the first day of data collection in Bidi Bidi, one 

of the phones failed to collect cellular coverage data outside 

of the base camp just inside the settlement border. After 

contacting the developer, that app had to be reconfigured to 

collect data in a different mode. This happened to a few 

phones, but it was not predictable which phones would 

malfunction in particular locations, e.g. the aforementioned 

erroneous measurement set consisting of a singular -85 RSSI 

measurement for the entire interior of one of the refugee 

settlements, which had functioned correctly at previous 

locations. This was unfortunately not noticed until more in-

depth analysis was being run after the return of the field data 

collection team to the United States, and so could no longer 

be corrected, leading to gaps in the overall analysis. 

However, this assessment should be seen in comparison with 

other applications. For example, Red Cross volunteers 

utilizing the OpenSignal platform encountered similar issues 

with reliability in measurement such as unpredictable 

intervals between measurement pings [4]. Our experiences 

also paralleled theirs in the data filtering and cleaning 

process. Both teams were forced to remove observations that 

failed to acquire usable RSSI measurements or usable geo-

coordinates. For both our 2-person team and their much 

larger 100+ volunteer Red Cross team, this resulted in a large 

portion of the data set being deemed unusable (in some cases, 

over 90% of a data set was filtered out in this manner). As a 

result, both teams were left surprisingly sparse data 

(although our initially over-aggressive 1-second sampling 

interval for cellular signal strength measurements helped).  

Although their much larger data collection team places 

different pressures on the need for data consistency (as even 

small deviations from the expected can be crippling when 

attempting to consolidate hundreds of data sets), the current 

state of DIY network measurement systems to support 

humanitarian organizations based on open-source or freely 

available software and readily accessible hardware indicates 

that, in order to minimize the unpredictability of the system, 

‘in-region’ testing with adequate and timely support from 

app developers and other highly familiar parties should be 

pursued when possible. 

Static Measures 

In measuring access network performance, signal coverage 

is less dynamic than data rates or congestion. A weakness of 

our system is it is designed for ‘one shot’ measurements. 

While our system would certainly enable measuring 

performance over several days, including several time slots 

for each location, we did not test it for this type of 

performance. As these types of maps are also not standard, 

consideration of the types of output (average, peak, highest 

demand) would need consideration. 

Data Transfer under Limited Signal Conditions 

If not carefully managed, file sizes can become cumbersome 

to transmit, particularly in locations with limited connection 

speeds. Hotels and other locations with WiFi tend to have 

very slow connections, making data transfer a time-

consuming and frustrating process. Further, this introduced a 

lag into the data validation process. Errors in data collection 

due to incorrectly configured applications occurred and 

could not be corrected since the research team had already 

returned from the field. 

Learning Curve for Analysis and Visualization 

The data itself, while generally legible, included occasional 

measurements that were not obviously erroneous at first 

glance, but were clearly so once visualized. The cellular 

signal coverage data included two types of data collection 

errors: 1) incorrect geo-location tagging and 2) incorrect 

RSSI measurements. It was the configuration of the cellular 

signal monitoring app, that needed to be adjusted from our 

test to our field location, which led to the erroneous 

measurements. Unfortunately, only the former we caught in 

time to correct while the team was still in the field, 

necessitating a second day of data collection within one 

settlement.  

Also, for our team which did not include a GIS specialist, 

there was a learning curve in developing the skills to make 

coverage maps. However, using the popular ESRI’s ArcMap, 

provided a wide range of tutorials and other supporting 

materials. However, as noted previously, ArcMap may not 

be ideal as a low-cost solution.  

Finally, the provision of a full set of cellular coverage maps 

also involved a learning curve. As representations for 

multiple carriers and multiple generations are not standard, 

we experimented with various approaches and formats. This 

turnaround time could be problematic if time was critical.  

Recommendations for an Accessible Network 
Performance Measurement System 

This system’s overall effectiveness in providing useful 

information for operating partners indicates that a DIY 

approach to network measurements is not only possible, but 

attractive due to its accessibility and the flexibility of 

analyses. Design and deployment of such a system, 

especially in the hands of those with familiarity with the local 

context and with using ICT devices within those contexts, 

can provide timely, relevant, and contextual network 

measurement data to support any number of humanitarian 

organizational needs.  

Here, we focus on recommendations for use of the system in 

its current state. Improvements will addressed in our next 

section, future research. Our overall recommendation is to 

use local staff wherever possible. This would facilitate 

training and pre-testing, reducing time and distance between 

locations, and taking advantage of local knowledge. 
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Similarly, to streamline the process, we recommend analysis 

of collected data be undertaken locally. Through physical 

transfer of data (colloquially called “sneakernet”), local 

development of maps will generate a bridge between data 

collectors and decision makers. Although this comes with its 

own logistical challenges (e.g. the power required to operate 

analysis software), the bulk of data and limited connectivity 

in developing and crisis situations could motivate this 

approach. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Future directions to improve the system include addressing 

limitations in the GIS platform, systems integration 

(including making full use of collected data), and confirming 

international viability through field tests in an additional 

country or region. 

Future research should first explore use of a free and open-

source GIS suite. In particular, we would recommend QGIS. 

However, as ESRI’s popularity is growing within the 

humanitarian sector, it may be worthwhile to understand the 

skills be developed in the sector and assessing the 

availability of those skills prior to making a change.  

While we collected data from five different apps in our 

system, it was primarily the cellular network signal strength 

measures that were officially presented to our partners. With 

the data from the other apps, we can proceed to present a 

more complete picture depicting network availability in the 

refugee settlements, whether it’s cellular signal coverage, 

number of WiFi access points (detected along our travel 

routes), or our own cellular tower location data5. Further, 

efforts to integrate these data to facilitate more streamlined 

mapping could potentially help future teams make use of the 

full range of data more quickly. 

Additionally, this system has been used in only two regions: 

central Pennsylvania during the pre-field study testing phase, 

and in the three refugee settlements in Uganda. To tests its 

international scalability.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The research sought to explore the use of a DIY network 

performance measurement system that met certain design 

criteria appropriate for humanitarian use. By using readily 

available Android handsets combined with freely available 

apps that measure various qualities of network performance, 

and generating coverage maps with standard approaches, we 

illustrated that such a system is possible, and can lead to 

useful insights. These insights include comparisons of 

network coverage both within and across wireless carriers.   

Yet, we also illustrated the unpredictable nature of the app 

configurations that were not revealed in local testing that 

                                                           
5 Correspondence with the app developer indicates that 

recent updates to the app allow for the geo-coordinates to be 

unfortunately led to loss of data within certain regions of the 

Ugandan refugee settlements.  

Future research should address system limitations by testing 

various GIS platforms, developing lightweight approaches to 

systems integration and expanding field tests to new 

countries. 
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